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Supreme Court Buttresses Whistleblower Law in
Defeat for UBS (1)
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The US Supreme Court made it easier for whistleblowers to win suits claiming retaliation
under a federal investor-protection law, reinstating a $900,000 jury verdict won by a fired
UBS Group AG research strategist.

The justices, voting unanimously against UBS, said the 2002 Sarbanes-Oxley Act doesn’t
require whistleblowers to prove they were the victims of intentional retaliation.

A whistleblower who invokes the relevant US law bears the burden to prove that the
protected activity was a contributing factor in their firing, but they are not required to
make some further showing that the employer acted with retaliatory intent, the court said.

Employees have filed more than 750 Sarbanes-Oxley claims with the Labor Department
over the past six years. The law was enacted following the corporate fraud that toppled
Enron Corp. and WorldCom Inc.

The Sarbanes-Oxley Act says employers may not “discriminate against an employee”
because the worker reported financial wrongdoing.

UBS didn’t immediately return an email seeking comment.

The case centered on Trevor Murray, who claimed he was fired for refusing to skew his
reports to help the company’s business strategies. A federal appeals court set aside a
verdict in Murray’s favor, saying he should have been required to prove that UBS
intentionally retaliated against him.

Murray worked in support of UBS’s commercial mortgage-backed securities business. His
suit described a “concerted, extended effort” by managers and colleagues to get him to
write bullish assessments.

UBS said Murray’s termination was part of a broader staffing reduction driven by the
bank’s financial difficulties at the time. UBS cited the impact of a $2 billion loss by a rogue
trader at its London office five months before the firing.

Justice Sonia Sotomayor wrote the court’s opinion.

The case is Murray v. UBS, 22-660.

(Adds description of law, case starting in third paragraph.)
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Green Card Lawsuit Risks Big Change to Agency Process, DOJ Says

Several lawsuits brought by Indian immigrants seeking decisions on pending applications
for permanent residency would lead to widespread changes in how US Citizenship and
Immigration Services issues green cards, the government told an appeals court panel.

Immigration Fee Hikes Have Companies Questioning System Fairness

Employers and foreign workers are going to absorb significantly higher visa costs as part
of a recently finalized US Citizenship and Immigration Services plan to shore up its
operating expenses.

NLRB General Counsel Looks to Hit Union Busters With Big Damages

The National Labor Relations Board’s top lawyer plans to aggressively target several legal
precedents before the presidential election, such as overturning case law that prohibits
the agency from seeking monetary damages tied to an employer’s unlawful refusal to
bargain.
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Judge Newman’s Upheld Suspension Has Some Questioning Ethics Law

A rare decision affirming the suspension of a federal appeals court judge unleashed a
flurry of calls to change the statutory framework for evaluating judges for potential
disability and misconduct—though there’s much less agreement on which direction
changes should go.

Starbucks Ban on Union Pin Distribution to Get D.C. Cir. Review

Starbucks Corp. will urge a federal appeals court in Washington to overturn a federal labor
board ruling that the company illegally prevented a worker from handing out union pins.

Starbucks, Amazon Fight DOL Over Details of Anti-Union Spending

Two of the nation’s largest corporations, Amazon.com Inc. and Starbucks Corp., are
fighting what they say are efforts by the US Labor Department and unions to illegally
expand businesses’ requirements to report cash they spend to oppose organizing.
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